INDUSTRY STATISTICS;
Marshall Pharma is dedicated to developing
and providing products and services that
raise the bar for Pharma distribution and
address the precise needs of the
pharmaceutical industry.
Recognising the challenges facing
manufacturers and logistics companies
today are already significant, the addition of
temperature critical parameters, compliance,
risk assessment, regulation and the
importance of getting it right first time and
every time, pharmaceutical distribution
demands a focus and respect that exceeds
the normal working expectation.
Maintaining the quality and integrity of
medical and biological products during
transport is critical for pharmaceutical
manufacturers and logistics providers. At
Marshall Pharma we have a dedicated and
experienced team who recognise the need
to provide the pharmaceutical transport
industry with the highest quality products
and services that have been developed to
ensure pharmaceutical companies deliver
with absolute confidence, integrity and
security that QA, compliance and the very
best practice is adhered to and delivered at
every stage.
Marshall Pharma is part of Marshall Fleet
Solutions which has been involved in the
temperature critical transportation market
since 1972, that makes Marshall the most
informed in all applications. Innovating and
developing solutions is what drives MFS
and with a 200 strong mobile engineer base
and 5 depot locations strategically placed
throughout the UK, MFS provide a level of
service unsurpassed in the temperature
control market.

Approximately 0.5% of transported goods
are damaged during transport through
non-compliance of temperature guidelines

25%

25% of vaccines reach their destination
in a degraded state because of incorrect
shipping

Marshall Pharma offers a full range of Thermo King equipment for
temperature controlled transportation, for trailer, truck and vehicle
powered units as well as Thermo King ColdCube™ containers.

30%

Almost 30% of scrapped sales at
pharmaceutical companies can be
attributed to logistics issues

End to End GDP Compliance
All equipment has been tested following Thermo King GDP validation
protocol in line with the GDP guidelines this includes testing under
extreme ambient temperatures from -30C to +40C to ensure your cargo’s
safety in all extremes of climate.
Almost 20% of temperature-sensitive
health-care products are damaged during
transport due to a broken cold chain

SLXI SERIES

COLDCUBE

T-SERIES

ADVANCER

ROAD SOLUTIONS TRUCK & TRAILER

LAST MILE DISTRUBUTION VANS & SMALL TRUCKS

OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

For long-haul road transportation and urban distribution,
Marshall Pharma has GDP certified technologies for
every size of trailer and truck.

For inner-city deliveries requiring whisper quiet and full
electric transport refrigeration, Marshall Pharma offers
market-leading innovation that’s proven to keep loads in
optimal condition.

(-30°C TO +30°C)

PRODUCTS
Advancer and SLXi series
Units for trailers that offer the highest cooling and
heating capacities for both single and multi-compartment
applications.
Self-powered T-Series
With diesel or hybrid versions for large trucks, as well as
electric standby during loading and unloading.
Vehicle-powered V-Series
Designed for vehicles ranging from small vans to 7.5
ton-trucks, with tight temperature control and low noise
operation.

KEY FEATURES
Select options to deliver the best fuel performance, less
overall servicing, and operational flexibility- maintaining
temperature accuracy of +/- 1°C.

(-30°C TO +30°C)

PRODUCTS
Vehicle-powered B/E Series
Fully electric, temperature control units for vehicles up to
3.5 tons that enable 24/7 last-mile city distribution.
ColdCube™ mobile refrigerated containers
portable, fully electric powered, and highly mobile
freezing containers available in 5 sizes and 16 standard
configurations, with full Bluetooth connectivity.

KEY FEATURES
Fully electric options that comply with noise regulations
(incl. PIEK standards) and urban access requirements
(UVARs), while delivering outstanding temperature
control.
B / E SERIES

MARSHALL PHARMA ASSIST
2.0 ABOUT MARSHALL
FLEET SOLUTIONS cont.
24/7 VISIBILITY
Constantly monitor reefer status,
load condition and asset locations.

To reduce the risk of damage, loss
of quality and wastage of high
value medical and biological
products, the Marshall Pharma
product suite is supported by
state-of-the-art Connected
Solutions. Using GPS technology,
you can track, trace, and monitor
every shipment as they happen,
interact with units in response to
local conditions, and gain alerts of
any problems in time to act.

To maintain the quality and integrity of medical and biological products
during transport, Marshall Pharma offers a set of services that support
Marshall Fleet Solutions (MFS) is the UK’s you
largest
independent
commercial
vehiclePreventative
service organisation.
in activities
around quality
risk management.
maintenance
and
easy
access
to
service
history
are
important
priorities
Founded in 1972, MFS has built a deserving reputation for unrivalled expertise in depot
and mobile
in our service and maintenance contract range.

transport refrigeration, tail lift and lifting deck servicing as well as dynamic, effective fleet management.
Our packages offer you the comfort of our full range of services; all the
benefits of preventative maintenance on your fleet and full coverage in
together
with a national
calland
centre
in operation
hours
a
case of breakdown.
Inspections
services
are adjusted 24
to meet
GDP
guidelines.
Due
to
the
sensitivity
of
the
cargo,
we
secure
prioritised
on offering unrivalled breakdown support, repair and routine
treatment and follow up in case of breakdown.

MFS has over 200 engineers nationwide,
day, 365 days a year. We pride ourselves
maintenance for transport fleet operators across the UK.

Marshall Thermo King

REAL-TIME TRACEABILITY
Demonstrate an audit trail of
temperature compliance and asset
security.

TWO-WAY INTERACTIVITY
React instantly to unexpected
events and change settings from
any location.

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Monitor vehicle uptime and fuel
usage to increase day to day fleet
operations.

As double Platinum dealers for sales and service, Marshall Fleet Solutions is the first port of call in the UK
INCLUDED

INCLUDED
for the full range of Thermo King products and services, from direct drive units through to single and multi-

temperature
rigid and
trailer systems.
Standard
Annual
Servicing
= 1 X A Service + 1XB Service
Service Scheduling & Booking
With unrivalled expertise, MFS works with its customers to ensure that we only supply the products that will
Annual
F-Gas Compliance
work for the environment in which the customer is operating, all of which is backed up by the largest and
Bi-Annual
3 Point-Calibration
most experienced,
dedicated installation and service team withing the transport refrigeration industry.
Repairs Due To Wear & Tear Mechanical Failures
Marshall
Tail covered
Lift
All Parts
& Oils
(Unless Damaged Or Misued)
MFS
OurBreakdown
Tail Lift division Support
provides theNetwork
UK’s largest24/7
nationwide tail lift, lifting deck and shutter installation,
breakdown
and service
network, as
well Outs
as handling full LOLER/STE examinations, weight testing on site,
Priority
Pharma
Specialists
Call
and
diagnostics,
insurance
assessments
and commercial work.
Temp Recording Equipment Inc Probes
Telematics- (Applicable By Fridge Type) Ex Coms Costs
With our nationwide mobile engineer coverage, together with both national and regional call centres in
2 Xoperations
Jump starts
per annum
24 hours a day, 365 days a year, Marshall Tail Lift Division offers a truly nationwide service
Service
supportDocumentation
network for our customers, wherever they are located.
Refrigeration F-Gas Documentation
Marshall Fleet
Management
Temperature
Calibration
Certificate
ODS
Regulation
Designed
for small,Compliance
medium and large fleets alike, Marshall Fleet Management provides a single port of call
for intelligent
and efficient
fleet management. By enabling customers to benefit from the latest up-to-date
F-Gas
Regulation
Compliance
fleet information, Marshall Fleet Management not only gives significant operating advantages but it also
offers customers significant cost saving opportunities.

In today’s competitive marketplace, Marshall Fleet Management is a proven and well established business.
It allows you to keep your Commercial Fleet transport operation one step ahead, allowing you
to concentrate on your core business activity rather
than the complexity of your fleet maintenance and
management programmes.

Marshall Pharma Assist - total
Mobile
Service...
service
support designed by us,
just for you.

It’s in our DNA!

About Marshall Fleet Solutions
MFS has been at the forefront of the commercial vehicle distribution industry
from the early days in the 1970’s, right through to today’s state-of-the-art
technology that drives this industry forward.
The company’s long-term success has been based around its partnership
with global transport refrigeration manufacturer Thermo King, a truly durable
relationship that has lasted almost 50 years and is one of the most stable and
progressive partnerships in the industry. Over five decades, MFS has grown
into becoming the largest Thermo King dealer in the UK.
MFS has the UK’s largest network for the installation of Fridge & Tail-Lift
equipment, We also offer National breakdown and maintenance cover for tail
lifts, lifting decks and shutter doors. We offer on Site LOLER examinations,
weight/load testing on site to keep your vehicles legally compliant along with
diagnostics, insurance assessments and commercial work.
MFS operates through nationwide wholly owned branches, complemented by
both national and regional call centre that are open 24/7.
And, unlike any other service provider in this industry, MFS has over 200 mobile
service engineers, giving its customers unrivalled national service support.

Contact us today about
0800 731 1685

PHARMA

pharma@marshallfleet.co.uk
www.marshallfleetsolutions.co.uk

